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Dancer, choreographer and teacher of the 
FeIdenkrais method.
She began her dance studies in Palermo. In 1996 
she joined the « Ensemble Piccoli Danzatori del 
Teatro Massimo di Palermo (Little Dancers of 
the Massimo Theater of Palermo) ». Then she 
deepened her studies in ballet at the dance 
school of the Teatro dell’Opera in Rome, the 
Balletto di Roma, the National Dance Academy 
in Rome and at the Codarts-Rotterdamse Dance 
Academie in Holland.

As a dancer she collaborated with several 
choreographers such as Giovanna Velardi, 
Giovanni Scarcella and since 2013 she 
participated to all the creations of the 
Compagnia Zappalà Danza located at the 
Centro Nazionale di Produzione della Danza/
Scenario Pubblico.

She has participated as a dancer and 
choreographer to the short dance movies 
realized by the QBR Collective.

MAIL |  z.valeria@hotmail.it
PHONE |  +39 3271087190
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GENRE | PERFORMANCE
RUNNING TIME | 20’
RELEASE | 2018

PROdUcTION cOMPANy 
SPCZD/CENTRO NAZIONALE 
DI PRODUZIONE DELLA DANZA

PERfORMERS
ALAIN EL SAkhAwI
VALERIA ZAmPARDI

SyNOPSIS 
Some believe in the existence of a 
place on the planet where man can 
return, like the Ancients, to being 
part of cosmos and nature. Someone 
gave a name to this country, “La cité 
des tiroirs(«The city of drawers »),
others went in search of it and 
Nobody ever returned from this trip. 
“The reality of the external world 
serves as illustration and proof, and 
it is at the service of the reality of 
our mind” Salvador Felipe Jacinto Dali 
(n°1 of the magazine “Le surréalisme 
au service de la Révolution”- July 
1930)

CHOREOGRAPHER

La Cité des Tiroirs 
(The City of Drawers)



La Cité 
des Tiroirs 
(The City of Drawers)



GENRE | NANO-PERFORMANCE
RUNNING TIME | 03:00’
RELEASE | 2016

PERfORMERS
VALERIA ZAmPARDI

SyNOPSIS 
In the beginning was the verb.
Collect with your eyes the dramaturgy 
of the moving body to break the shell 
and glimpse the reflection of our soul.

CHOREOGRAPHER

Uova allo 
specchio 
(Mirrored Eggs)



Co-choreographer together with Alain El Sakhawi and 
Fernando Roldan Ferrer on the 2 short films

QBR Collective 

La Démiurge #1



Co-choreographer together with Alain El Sakhawi and 
Fernando Roldan Ferrer on the 2 short films

QBR Collective 

We no longer wait for the barbarians
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TEACHER
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